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Abstract
This paper studies the impact of sectoral productivity growth on welfare in Sub-
Saharan Africa. Using the analytical framework of a DSGE model, the main find-
ing is that, for the estimated values of structural parameters, the allocation of scarce 
resources to the tradable agricultural sector for boosting productivity leads to a 
greater increase in overall welfare than would be the case if they were allocated to 
the non-traded goods sector.
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1 Introduction

In poor countries, many studies have shown that poverty reduction is linked to the 
type of sectoral economic growth in the economy. In particular, when we focus 
on the agricultural sector, Thirtle et  al.  (2003) estimate that a 1% increase in 
crop productivity reduces the number of poor people by 0.72% in Africa and by 
0.48% in Asia. In addition, studies that compare growth–poverty elasticities across 
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sectors typically find much higher elasticities for agriculture than for non-agriculture 
(Christiaensen and Demery 2007). Although Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) has experi-
enced rapid economic growth since the mid-1990s, this region suffers still from an 
undernourishment problem in some countries (FAO 2015; GPAFSN 2016). This has 
been attributed, among other things, to low productivity of agricultural resources. 
In SSA the agricultural production structure is characterized by multitude of small-
scale producers (family farming) with low yields, compared to similar agro-zones 
and best farmer practices (Jirström et al.  2011). As attempts to improve this situa-
tion, we can mention some interesting initiatives or real-life cases. In some of those 
cases, the adopted approach was to forge several ways of collaboration and coordi-
nation between private sector agents (donors, foundations, NGOs) and governments 
for boosting and bearing emerging relationships between agri-business investors and 
smallholder farmers. In the reports about Africa Agriculture Status, issues 5 and 
6, by Alliance for a Green Revolution in Sub-Saharan Africa (AGRA 2017, 2018), 
one can find some of those real-life-examples, on-the-ground cases. For example, 
two recent programs of this nature have been the Project Nurture (for Kenya and 
Uganda) and the SAGCOT (Southern Agricultural Growth Corridor of Tanzania) 
Soya Value Chain Partnership. There are also some other initiatives that deserve to 
be mentioned such as the GGC (Ghana Grains Council) that, through the design of 
a warehouse “Goods Receipt Note” (GRN), encouraged the participation of small-
holder grain farmers in the warehouse receipt system (WRS), which is important 
both for increasing the tradability of agricultural output and for being used as col-
lateral to access credit. On the other hand, in order to increase the productivity of 
smallholder farmers, some attempts have been made by organizations such as the 
interventions by the One Acre Fund (OAF) to provide credit directly as part of a 
comprehensive support including inputs, technical assistance and markets access (in 
Rwanda), and the World Food Programme (WFP) through which the farmers would 
benefit from reliable marketing opportunities and access to high quality inputs and 
extension services (Rwanda, Tanzania and Zambia). Finally, Adu-Baffour et  al. 
(2019) analyze an initiative of the agricultural machinery manufacturer John Deere 
(with its dealership AFGRI, linked up with two NGOs, MUSIKA and CFU) for pro-
moting smallholder mechanization in Zambia. The results of this initiative indicate, 
among other things, that farmers increase income, purchase more farm inputs, in 
particular, fertilizer, and the demand for hired labor increases.

A recent paper by Watts and Scales (2020) shows how financial investments made 
for generating both financial return and social benefit (social impact investment 
(SII)) influences recent developments in Sub-Saharan Africa agriculture. Although 
it seems to there be evidence that SII in the agricultural sector in SSA has grown 
rapidly over the last decade, it is necessary nevertheless further quantitative research 
yet to ascertain the amount of money of the flows, where they are coming from, and 
where they are being invested.

In the field of public policy, according to some data, Sub-Saharan African gov-
ernments have more than doubled their budgets for agriculture between 2010 and 
2014 (the Regional Strategic Analysis and Knowledge Support System (ReSAKSS 
2017). The problem is that many countries spent a considerable share of their 
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agricultural budget on subsidies, rather than on investments in agricultural research 
and development and other public goods, which may yield higher returns.

In this sense, Pardey et al. (2016) summarize and reassess published studies on 
the issue of agricultural R&D in SSA. Based on a large sample of studies published 
between 1975 and 2014 spanning 25 countries, the reported estimated returns (inter-
nal rates of return) to food and agricultural research for sub-Saharan Africa averaged 
42.3% per year. However, the wide dispersion of the reported returns makes it dif-
ficult to discern meaningful patterns in the evidence. In this context, the median is 
a more informative measure of central tendency than the mean. Hurley et al. (2016) 
reported a worldwide median return to research of 35% per year compared with 38% 
per year for the concordant rest-of-world.

Hence, it seems clear that agriculture emerges as strategic sector on SSA’s devel-
opment agenda. In this paper we tackle this issue through a macroeconomic approach 
where we study the impact of productivity increases both in the agricultural sector 
and in other non-agricultural sectors on overall welfare. We use a dynamic stochastic 
general equilibrium (DSGE) model in which we incorporate structural characteristics 
in the economy of SSA. For our aim, the main advantage of the DSGE modelling 
is that its dynamic utility-theoretic approach allows us a rigorous evaluation of the 
overall welfare effects coming from productivity shocks in both the agricultural and 
non-agricultural sectors.

The background of DSGE modelling in an open economy is mainly the work by 
Obstfeld and Rogoff (1995), which provides a solid microeconomic foundation in 
an intertemporal framework for macroeconomic variables in an open economy (the 
“New Open Economy Macroeconomy”). Later, among authors who developed the 
DSGE models, we can mention, for instance, Smets and Wouters (2003).

Our model allows us to study the economic dynamics brought about by secto-
ral productivity shocks under a broadly scaled smallholder farmers with (imported) 
modern agricultural inputs (such as fertilizer and variety seeds, machinery, etc.). We 
highlight that real exchange rate dynamics and overall welfare effects are sensitive to 
the sectoral location of productivity shocks. Our main finding is that each increase 
in productivity in the agricultural sector (with the structural characteristics of the 
SSA), compared to similar increases in other sectors, contributes to a greater extent 
to the increase in the overall welfare.

This has implications for a number of economic policies. In particular, when we 
consider the case in which investment resources are scarce and can only be allo-
cated to a limited number of projects in the sectors of the economy. According to 
the welfare analysis of our model, in SSA countries, greater weight should be given 
to investments that increase productivity in the agricultural sector. These countries 
could focus on improving agricultural productivity to increase overall economic 
growth and welfare.

The structure of the paper is as follows: in Sect.  2, we set out the theoretical 
model that underpins subsequent analysis. In Sect. 3, we use the model to analyze 
the impact of changes in sectoral productivities on the dynamics of key macroeco-
nomic variables (including consumption and output), and, ultimately, on overall 
welfare. The last section, Sect. 4, summarizes the main finding and conclusion.
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2  The model

2.1  Description of the model

The dynamic (stochastic) general equilibrium (DSGE) model presented in this 
paper is that of a small open economy whose key characteristics are aligned with 
the SSA region.

Firstly, we adopt a two-sector approach distinguishing between tradable agri-
cultural sector and non-traded sector (all other sectors) because of manufacturing 
plays a minor role for most African countries.

According to recent literature, the pattern of economic growth in SSA is charac-
terized by “urbanization without industrialization”, where many countries seem to 
be transitioning directly from agriculture to nontradable services with little or no 
industrialization (Busse et al.  2019; Rodrik 2016; Gollin et al.  2016). This growth-
promoting structural change has been significant in the recent experience of low-
income countries such as Ethiopia, Malawi, Senegal, and Tanzania (AGRA 2018). 
Labor has been moving from agricultural activities to other activities, but the latter 
are mostly services rather than manufacturing.

Hence, beside a traded agricultural goods sector, in the model we assume other 
sector of non-traded goods, composed mainly by services (rural and urban ser-
vices) and other goods (non-traded agricultural goods such as staple foods).

In economic modeling, a category of non-traded agricultural goods has already 
been used extensively in the literature for the case of SSA (e.g. Thurlow and 
van Seventer  2002; Pauw and Thurlow 2011; Dorosh and Thurlow  2012). More 
recently, McArthur and Sachs (2019), also in the context of SSA, assume staple 
goods as non-traded goods due to the reality of subsistence food economies with 
low private and public capital stocks. Thus, domestic transport costs and mini-
mum subsistence consumption requirements, among other things, justify assum-
ing some agricultural goods in SSA as non-tradable. We take into account here 
that, according to several reports, for instance AGRA (2018), more than 60 per-
cent of the population of Sub-Saharan Africa is smallholder farmers, and about 
23 percent in Sub-Saharan Africa’s GDP comes from agriculture. However, SSA’s 
small farms are diverse and face varying livelihood prospects depending on their 
circumstances as well as their country context. A variety of farm typologies have 
already been shown in some literature. For instance, Hazell and Rahman (2014) 
and Hazell et al.  (2017) proposed the following classification: commercial small-
holder farms (defined as selling 50% or more of their production), small farms in 
transition (defined as selling 5–50% of their production), and subsistence-oriented 
small farms (defined as selling less than 5%). Although there is little empirical 
research about how important are currently in Sub-Saharan Africa each of these 
small farm groups, in this and other typologies, Hazell et al.  (2017) show that for 
countries such as Ghana, Ethiopia and Tanzania, subsistence farmers are a rela-
tively small group (less than 10 percent in Tanzania and Ghana, and 17 percent in 
Ethiopia). Interestingly, between 30 and 40 percent of small farms (even smaller 
than 4 ha.) in Ghana and Tanzania can be classified as commercial.
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Some significant quantity in SSA agricultural output turns out therefore to be non-
tradable. Farmers do have here neither incentives nor knowledge to use improved 
inputs, fertilizers, etc. that allow them to focus on growing higher-value, nonfood 
crops versus crops for their own subsistence.

In sum, in the model we consider an economy with two sectors: tradable agricul-
tural sector, and a nontraded sector with services and staple foods.

Secondly, we consider SSA as a small open economy in the worldwide economy. 
So the foreign prices are assumed to be given, and we normalize them to one. Since 
we define the nominal exchange rate, St, as the price of one unit of the foreign cur-
rency (US dollar) expressed in units of domestic currency, and by holding the law 
of one price for tradable agricultural goods, the real exchange rate, qt, is the ratio of 
S (or the domestic price of the traded agricultural goods PT) and the domestic price 
index P is qt = PTt /Pt.

In this framework, in the model we incorporate the feature, empirically con-
firmed in Gopinath et al. (2020), that the vast majority of trade (both in imports and 
exports) is invoiced in a dominant currency (US dollar). This implies high exchange 
rate pass-through into home currency prices and insensitivity of the terms-of-trade 
to exchange rate fluctuations.

Thirdly, in any model, one must somehow handle the problem of market struc-
ture. In this case, as regards the market competitiveness in the traded agricultural 
goods sector, there is a paucity of empirical evidence on this issue notwithstanding 
(which hinders the ability to draw strong conclusions), the evidence that does exist 
is broadly supportive of the notion that crop markets are competitive (Dillon and 
Dambro 2017). So we will consider in the model that the tradable agricultural sec-
tor is competitive and produces, instead of a single type of homogeneous product 
(which is empirically unsatisfactory), traded differentiated agricultural products (dif-
ferent crops). In addition, we assume that, as small countries, producers are price 
takers in world markets.

On the other hand, we also assume that the non-traded sector, monopolistic com-
petitive, provides a large variety of non-traded differentiated goods; the another sec-
tor’s defining characteristic is that it is the “residual”, imperfectly competitive sector 
that is the counterpart to the action taking place in the perfectly competitive, traded 
agricultural goods sector. We imagine that there are a very large number of potential 
non-traded goods (services, nontraded agricultural goods), so many that the product 
space can be represented as continuous, enabling us to sidestep integer constraints 
on the number of goods. So households and producers extend on the interval [0,1]. 
The recognition of the household’s joint role as a producer and consumer is not 
important when modeling the impacts of productivity shocks on production, assum-
ing that the markets for output and household labor function seamlessly. Under these 
circumstances, production and consumption decisions are in effect separable.

Fourthly, in order to get a transition for competing successfully in markets and 
modern value chains, all those small farms in the traded agricultural goods sector 
need improved technologies, NRM (natural resource management) practices, knowl-
edge, and modern inputs (like seeds, fertilizers and machinery). Contrary to the 
common perception of stagnant African small farms, external input use has grown 
rapidly over last few years (Haggblade et  al.  2017; Liverpool-Tasie et  al.  2017; 
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Minten et  al.  2017; Sheahan and Barrett  2017). This particularly has been the 
case for fertilizers and herbicides. Fertilizers have more frequently been promoted 
by public subsidies, while herbicides use has been largely driven by private sector 
(Jayne and Rashid 2013; Haggblade et al.  2017; Sheahan and Barrett 2017). Spe-
cifically, regarding the data, fertilizers and herbicides/insecticides accounted for 
2.6 percent of imported manufactured goods (UNCTADstat 2018). In addition, it 
is interesting to note that agricultural machinery accounted for almost 1 percent of 
imported manufactured goods, with an increase in the period 2000–2018 of 508.7 
percent.

In coherence with this point, in our model we will introduce an agricultural pro-
duction function with this kind of (imported) inputs. One immediate consequence of 
this view of the nature of the agricultural production function is that macroeconomic 
conditions (such as productivity shocks) that affect exchange rates can exert some 
influence on agricultural costs and profitability and could generate welfare effects.

Fifthly, it is a stylized fact that SSA imports are largely composed of manufac-
tured goods. In fact, according to recent data (UNCTADstat 2018), manufactured 
goods accounted for above 66 percent of total imports. Between the top 15 import 
products, for instance, we find motor vehicles for the transport of persons, medica-
ments (incl. veterinary medicaments), and clothing and footwear, accounting for 5.2, 
4, and 2.1 percent, respectively, of imported manufactured goods.

And sixth, labor is capable of moving between the two sectors in response to 
changing economic incentives (relative real incomes). In particular, the special 
important point here is the ability for labor to shift easily between non-tradable (sta-
ple foods) and tradable (cash crop) sectors while remaining on farm.

2.2  Producer behavior

In the traded agricultural sector, producers (commercial smallholder farms and 
small farms in transition), with the implicit fixed factor land, use home labor, LTA , 
and imported inputs (fertilizers, new varieties of seeds, etc.), I , to produce each vari-
ety v of traded agricultural output,  YTA, through CES production functions:

where �TA is a scale parameter, summarizing total factor productivity (TFP) in this 
sector1; � and 1 − � are, respectively, the share of home labor and imported inputs, 

(1)YTA(v) = �TA

[
�LTA(v)

�−1

� + (1 − �)I(v)
�−1

�

] ��

�−1

1 We follow, for instance, Jorgenson et al. (1987) by assuming a production function for the agricultural 
sector with only two production factors, except that we assume imported inputs rather than capital. We 
are aware that by explicitly omitting land in the production function of the agricultural sector, the growth 
rate of TFP is underestimated. This is because by not explicitly introducing the land factor in the pro-
duction function, the shares of both labor and imported inputs in agricultural output are overestimated, 
which leads to underestimating the TFP.
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with elasticity of substitution between them given by � (> 0), and � (< 1) being the 
corresponding parameter of returns to scale.2

In (1), since we assume that labor is only supplied by domestic households (we 
hence rule out international migrations of workers in the model), LTA is given by

where i, i ∈ [0, 1] , is the domestic household i.
Hence, the cost function for each producer in the traded agricultural sector is 

given by

where PI is the home price of imported inputs whose prices are set in world markets, 
and W is the nominal wage which is the same for both sectors because we assume 
perfect mobility of labor between them.

Producers (mainly smallholder farms) are price-takers. They take world market 
prices for agricultural products and choose the output (and implied allocations of 
labor and imported inputs) that maximize profits and hence income.

The first-order condition for the optimization problem, which is derived by mini-
mization of (3) subject to (1), yields:

In the non-tradable sector, domestic labor,LN , is the only production factor to pro-
duce every z variety of product:

where �N is a sector-specific labor productivity innovation that is common to all sec-
tor producers, and

The representative producer faces the demand function of product z given by

(2)LTA(v) = ∫
1

0

LTA(i, v)di = LTA(i, v) = LTA(i)

(3)TC = WLTA(v) + PII(v)

(4)
W

PI

=
�LTA

−
1

�

(1 − �)I−
1

�

(5)YTA = �
1∕(1−�)

TA
(�PTA)

�∕(1−�)
[
��W1−� + (1 − �)�P1−�

I

]�∕(1−�)(�−1)

(6)YN(z) = �NLN(z)

(7)LN(z) = ∫
1

0

LN(i, z)di = LN(i, z) = ∫
1

0

LN(i, z)dz = LN(i)

(8)yd
N
(z) =

[
PN(z)

PN

]−�
CN

2 We require 𝛽 < 1 (decreasing returns to scale) as a consequence of introducing land as a fixed produc-
tion factor.
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where CN and PN are, respectively, consumption and prices indices given by

with 𝜃, 𝜃 > 1 , being the price elasticity of demand faced by each producer.
Hence, the profit function is

By maximizing (11) subject to (6) and (8), we obtain the prices set by producers:

In (12), the term �(� − 1)−1 describes the producers’ monopolistic price mark-
up over the unit production cost (W∕�N) . Note that productivity gains (higher �N ) 
means lower marginal costs so reduce product prices proportionally.

Therefore, a key element in the productive structure is the limited demand for 
non-agricultural goods (mainly services). Instead, traded agricultural goods face a 
flat demand curve: domestic producers can sell as much production as they wish 
without moving the price against them. By contrast, producers of services face a 
downward sloping demand curve, so added production moves the price against them 
for a given demand curve.

2.3  Consumer behavior

As was stated previously, the economy includes a continuum of households, con-
sumers, indexed by i ∈ [0, 1] , each of which supplies labor to producers. The utility 
of every consumer is a positive function of both Consumption (C) and real-money 
balances (M/P), and a negative function of labor effort (L). So the utility function 
can be written as

where 0 < 𝜐 < 1 , � ≥ 0 , 𝜒 > 0 , k > 0 . � is a preference parameter, which is known 
as the subjective discount or time-preference factor, and k is the marginal disutility 
of work with a degree of convexity of effort cost given by � . Et is the expectation 
operator.

In Eq.  (13) Ct represents a composite index of the consumption of final traded 
and nontraded goods, CTt and CNt, respectively (the subscripts T, N, and t represent 

(9)CN =

[
∫

1

0

CN(i, z)
�−1

� dz

] �

�−1

(10)PN =

[
∫

1

0

PN(z)
1−�

dz

] 1

1−�

(11)�N(z) = PN(z)YN(z) −WLN(z)

(12)PN(z) = (
�

� − 1
)
W

�N

(13)Ut = Et

{
∞∑
s=t

�s−t
[
logCs + � lg

(
Ms

Ps

)
−

k

� + 1
L(i)�+1

s

]}
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traded goods, non-tradable goods and time, respectively). We assume that consump-
tion and price indexes, Ct and Pt, defined in a Cobb–Douglas structure, are given by 
the below Eqs. (14) and (15):

In (14), CTt is, in turn, a composite index of consumption of both traded agricul-
tural goods, CTA, and imported manufactured final goods, CTM: CTt = Ca

TAt
C1−a
TMt

  with

where CTA(i, v) and CTM(i, v) denote the consumption of household i of each avail-
able variety v of traded agricultural goods and imported manufactured final goods, 
and � represents the intensity of the preference for variety. When � is close to 1, dif-
ferentiated goods are nearly perfect substitutes for each other; as � decreases toward 
0, the desire to consume a greater variety of goods increases. 1∕(1 − �) represents 
the elasticity of substitution between any two varieties.

Likewise, in (15), PTA and PTM denote the domestic price indices for traded agri-
cultural goods and for imported manufactured final goods, respectively, given by

On the other hand, using (14) and taking into account that PtCt = PTtCTt + PNtCNt 
we derive

(14)Ct = C
�

Tt
C
1−�

Nt

(15)Pt =
P
�

Tt
P
1−�

Nt

�� (1 − �)1−�

(16)CTAt =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1

∫
0

CTA(i, v)
�−1

� dv

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

�

�−1

(17)CTMt =

⎡⎢⎢⎣

1

∫
0

CTM(i, v)
�−1

� dv

⎤⎥⎥⎦

�

�−1

(18)PTAt =

⎡⎢⎢⎣

1

∫
0

PTA(v)
1−�dv

⎤⎥⎥⎦

1

1−�

(19)PTMt =

⎡⎢⎢⎣

1

∫
0

PTM(v)
1−�dv

⎤⎥⎥⎦

1

1−�

(20)CTt = �
PtCt

PTt
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From (20) and (21) we derive that

Equation (22) relates the consumption of traded and non-traded goods.
In turn, taking into account that PTCT = PTACTA + PTMCTM, individual demand 

functions are given by.
CTAt = a

PTtCTt

PTAt

 and CTMt = (1 − a)
PTtCTt

PTMt

and we can derive that

The intertemporal budget constraint in the maximization of (13), expressed in 
nominal terms, is the following:

where B is the number of an international real bond (denominated in terms of the 
traded goods index), with the number depending on current account surpluses, and 
whose return is given by the real world interest rate r (also expressed in terms of the 
traded goods price index). On the other hand, in (24) T are taxes, and �TA and �N are 
the residual benefits that households receive in the two sectors.

The first-order conditions for the maximization of (13) subject to (24) are given 
by (25)-(27): 

Equation (25) reflects the Euler equation that governs the dynamic evolution of 
aggregate consumption. Given the interest rate, if the aggregate price level relative 
to the price of traded goods is currently low relative to its future value, present con-
sumption is encouraged over future consumption.

Equation  (26) explains mainly that the real money demand depends positively 
on consumption. Finally, the term on the right-hand side in Eq.  (27) denotes the 
marginal disutility of additional labor supply, and the left-hand side of that equa-
tion gives the marginal utility of the consumption bought with a real wage. Hence, 

(21)CNt = (1 − �)
PtCt

PNt

(22)
CTt

CNt

=
�

1 − �

(
PNt

PTt

)

(23)
CTAt

CTMt

=
a

1 − a

(
PTMt

PTAt

)

(24)
PtCt +Mt + PT ,tBt + Tt = WtLTA,t +WtLN,t + �TA,t + �N,t +Mt−1 + PT ,t(1 + r)Bt−1

(25)Et(
Ct+1

Ct

) = �(1 + r)Et(
Pt∕PTt

Pt+1∕PTt+1

)

(26)
Mt

Pt

= �CtEt(
(1 + r)PTt+1

(1 + r)PTt+1 − PTt

)

(27)
Wt

PtCt

= kL(i)�
t
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households supply labor to firms up to the point where the marginal disutility of 
effort equals the marginal utility of consumption bought at real wage.

3  The impact of productivity shocks

3.1  The model dynamics: the short run and long run

We assume that the economy can potentially be affected by an increase in total-factor 
productivity (TFP) in one of the two sectors. Let’s denote by �𝛼

TA
> 0 and �𝛼N > 0 the 

increase in TFP in the traded agricultural sector and in the non-traded sector, respec-
tively. We want to assess its inter-temporal implications on output, consumption and 
current account, and, ultimately, on overall welfare, through the impact on the house-
holds’ utility function.

As is standard, in the model we start from an initial deterministic steady state 
(which appear in Appendix A). Variables in the initial steady state are denoted with 
subscript 0. From this initial steady state we assume that �𝛼TA > 0 and �𝛼N > 0 In 
order to study the impact of �𝛼TA > 0 and �𝛼N > 0 , we take the log-linearization in 
all equations around the initial deterministic steady state (in Appendix B are written 
these equations). In the study, we distinguish two intertemporal horizons: short-run 
and long-run. The period t, where the economy has nominal rigidities, such as wage 
rigidity (Calvo (1983) and Hau (2000)), is the so-called short-run horizon. Devia-
tions from the initial steady state (what is called the short-run) are denoted with a 
“hat” over the variable. Thus, for any variable X, X̂ = dX∕X0 . The only exception is 
bond holdings, which is given by B̂ = dB∕CT0.

The other intertemporal horizon is from period t + 1 onwards, where the nominal 
rigidities vanish (wages and prices can be fully adjusted), the economy reaches a 
new steady state, which we refer to as the long-run horizon. These later deviations 
from the initial steady state are denoted by “hats” on overbars. Thus ̂X is such that 
̂
X = dX∕X0

.
As said before, we take the log-linearization in all equations around the determin-

istic steady state. The only exception is the current account equation whose lineari-
zation is given by the expression:

Equation (28) shows the interplay between the change in net foreign assets and 
the dynamics of both consumption and the exchange rate. A conceptual difference 
between the short-run and long-run is that during the period when a shock takes 
place, the country’s income does not need to equal expenditure, unlike in the 
long-run. Thus, while over the long-run the current accounts must be balanced, 
over the short-run the economies can run current-account imbalances, translating 
into changes in net foreign assets.

(28)
dBt

P0C0

=
1

�

dBt−1

P0C0

+
�

1 − S0

(
dYTAt

YTA0

− S0
dIt

I0

)
− �

dCTt

C0
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In addition, in this framework, we will next highlight the following relevant 
aspects:

First, we capture the dynamic from the short to the long run through the stag-
gered wage setting mechanism introduced by Calvo (1983), where in the short 
run only a portion of households can reset their nominal wages with a probabil-
ity 1-λ:

Second, as we know from Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003), the standard mod-
els of NOEM in the small open economy with incomplete asset markets (assump-
tion in our model) present the characteristic of a steady state that depends on 
initial conditions and equilibrium dynamics with a random walk component. That 
random walk property of the dynamics implies that the unconditional variance 
of variables as assets holding and consumption is infinite. This induces a non-
stationary path and, as a consequence, computational difficulties. To resolve this 
problem, we formulate the Uncovered Interest Parity (UIP), introducing, as in 
Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2003), and Bergin (2006), the following:

where i is the nominal interest rate faced by domestic agents, B now represents the 
value of nominal bonds denominated in domestic currency, and the term �B

dBt

P0C0

 
captures a “risk premium” as a function of the debt of a country. This can be inter-
preted in the sense of lenders demanding a higher rate of return on a country with a 
large debt to compensate for perceived default risk. That formulation of the UIP 
forces wealth allocations in the long run to return to their initial distribution.

Third, another interesting point deserving mention concerns the relative dynam-
ics of consumption in the short-run and long-run:

That is, a shock that increases nominal wages and prices in the long-run also 
leads to greater effects on short-run consumption due to the sluggish adjustment 
of the index prices in the short run.

Fourth, since in the model we assume that both imports and exports are 
invoiced in a foreign dominant currency (US dollar), changes in the domestic 
prices of traded agricultural goods (and also those of imported inputs), for given 
prices in the worldwide market, are determined by nominal exchange rates move-
ments ( ̂S):

(29)
dWt

W0

= �
dWt−1

W0

+ (1 − �)

(
dCt

C0

+
dPt

P0

)

(30)
dit

i0

=
1

(1 − �)

(
Et

(
dSt+1

S0

)
−

dSt

S0

)
− �B

dBt

P0C0

(31)Ĉt − Et(Ĉt+1) = Et(P̂t+1) − P̂t −
[
Et(Ŝt+1) − Ŝt

]
+

�B

(1 − �)
B̂t

(32)P̂It = P̂Tt = P̂TAt = P̂TMt = Ŝt
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Equation  (32) reveals high and persistent pass-through into export and import 
prices, so the terms of trade are stable playing little to no role in expenditure 
switching.

Fifth, as regards productivity shocks, we will assume that changes in TFP follow 
an autoregressive process such as:

where we assume that 𝜌 < 1  (by reasons of stationary of the process), and ��t is a 
normally distributed random variable of zero mean and constant standard deviation 
� , ��t → N(0,�2).

Sixth, finally, another implication of sectoral productivity shocks that we can 
assess is their impact on welfare. In our model, such an impact can be evaluated 
using the utility function (13). In that function, as is standard in these models, we 
omit the liquidity factor because, as was demonstrated, the magnitude of this effect 
on utility is small. Hence, in that utility function, we are going to consider the effects 
stemming from changes in consumption and effort (employment). Furthermore, in 
order to simplify algebra into the derivative of the utility function (13), we assume 
that � = 0 (that is, we assume that the disutility of effort is linear). So, we have:

From (35), we can understand where the welfare changes come from after a posi-
tive sectoral productivity shock, if we look at overall consumption (which is benefi-
cial) and employment or work effort (which reduces welfare).

3.2  Estimation

The macroeconomic model raised in the previous sections incorporates key assump-
tions that are intended to reflect structural characteristics of the economy in Sub-
Saharan African. But how does the model fit the data?

In this subsection, we will check this point. To do it, first, we estimate some 
structural parameters. Among the estimation methods, we choose Bayesian tech-
niques (consult e.g. Herbst and Schorfheide (2015) for an exhaustive introduction on 
these topics) because it has several advantages in our analysis. The two main ones, 
compared to the classic estimation, are: firstly, it allows us to introduce information 
about the parameters (a priori distribution). The consequence is that the precision 
of the estimate improves in a context of uncertainty. And, secondly, it also improves 
the estimation when limited/spaced data are entered.

Next our model is estimated using annual data from World Bank for the Sub-
Saharan Africa (developing only), specifically, from statistics of the WDI. The 

(33)
d�TAt
�TA0

= �
d�TAt−1
�TA0

+ ��t

(34)
d�Nt
�N0

= �
d�Nt−1
�N0

+ ��t

(35)

dU = Ĉt − k(LN0L̂Nt + LTA0L̂TAt) +
1

r

[
Et(Ĉt+1) − k(LN0Et(L̂Nt+1) + LTA0Et(L̂TAt+1))

]
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sample period is 1995–2013, measuring the observable variables (agricultural out-
put and imported agricultural raw materials) in current US$ (additional details are 
given in Appendix C). We use the Dynare software (Juillard, 2004) for program-
ming the Bayesian estimation procedures.3

The discount factor parameter, � , will not be estimated because it is not well-identified 
from the cyclical dynamic of the data. Following the literature (Berg et al.  2015), we set 
its value in 0.98 which is consistent with an annual real interest rate of 8 percent. This 
value, relatively higher than that for advanced economies, is justified because it tries to 
reflect that the institutional uncertainty in SSA lowers future expectancies.

The estimation results of other structural parameters are given in Table 1:
Once the estimation has been made, we will now address the empirical relevance 

of introducing (imported) agricultural inputs in the production function of the 
tradable agricultural sector. This a key assumption in our model for obtaining the 
impact on the overall welfare of sectoral increases in productivity. With this aim, 
we consider two specifications of the model: specification 1, M1, where 𝛿 < 1 , and 
the other, specification 2, M2, with � = 1 . The only difference between them is that 
while in M1 there is a share of imported agricultural inputs, in M2 we assume an 
agricultural production function with labor as the only production factor. In this con-
text, Bayesian estimation of DSGE models is performed assuming the prior distribu-
tion of the parameters in each specification M1 and M2 as follows: 1) independence 
between differentiated priors, and 2) maintaining the same priors in the two specifi-
cations M1 and M2, except the one (s) that determines them.

We address which specification, M1 or M2, best describes the data by looking at 
the relative fit of each specification, measured by the likelihood or log data density. 
The marginal likelihood is the probability assigned to each specification, M1 and 
M2, of fitting the observed data.

Table  2 below reports the log data density for M1 (with 𝛿 < 1 ) and M2 (with 
� = 1).

As can be seen in Table 2, the log data density improves from 85.07 in M2 with 
� = 1 (no share of imported agricultural inputs) to 340.08 in M1 (when we consider 
imported agricultural inputs). This means that a larger fitting is obtained when we 
assumed imported inputs in the tradable agricultural sector. This fact translates into 
a numerical Bayes factor of e255 (see e.g. Berger and Pericchi (1996)). In terms of 
the scale given by Kass and Raftery (1995), the evidence against specification M2 
(with � = 1) is strong and decisive.4 Hence, the previous analysis reveals the greater 
plausibility of the M1 specification.

On the other hand, we can see that, in the estimation of the parameter � , the mean 
of the posterior density is significantly lower than the prior mean. This suggests that 
the data show strong decreasing returns to scale. As regards the estimation of the  

4 The Bayes factor is the ratio P(D│M1)/P(D│M2) where P(D│Mi) is the marginal likelihood or prob-
ability that specification Mi (i = 1,2) fits the observed data D. Fernández-Villaverde and Rubio-Ramírez 
(2004) show that the Bayes factor is a consistent selection device even when the models are mis-specified 
and/or non-nested.

3 The routine DYNARE of MATLAB is developed by CEPREMAP (Paris) (http:// www. cepre map. cnrs. 
fr/ dynare/).

http://www.cepremap.cnrs.fr/dynare/
http://www.cepremap.cnrs.fr/dynare/
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parameter � , we obtain a posterior mean of 0.77 from a prior mean of 0.60.  
This result indicates that, on the one hand, the parameter is well identified by the 
data, and that there is empirical support to the assumption of high share of traded 
goods in the consumption basket, on the other.

3.3  Model dynamics

With the formulation in a dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) frame-
work, the model does not admit a closed-form for their equilibrium dynamics that 
we can derive with “paper and pencil”. Instead, we have to resort to numerical and 
computational methods (with Dynare) to find approximated solutions with their 
dynamic properties.

We will proceed with the DSGE model in two steps. In the first one, we set val-
ues of structural parameters, in some cases following the standard values of the lit-
erature (because most of these parameters are weakly identified by the variables we 
use as observables), and, in others, according to our parameter estimation seen in 
the previous subsection. Secondly, by deriving the impulse-response functions, we 
study the dynamic effects of sectoral productivity shocks on the variables that have 
a more direct impact on welfare, which is explicitly assessed in a final subsection.

3.3.1  Model parameterization

In the context of the first step, we set the values of parameters as follows: � = 0.98 
((Berg et  al.  2015); � = 0.3 (McCallum and Nelson (2000)); �B = 0.0107 (Lane 
and Milesi-Ferretti (2002), Senhadji (2003)); � = 0.75 (Dickens et  al. (2007)); in 
addition, from De Hoyos and Lessem (2008) and our estimate, we set � = 0.7 . As 
regards the parameter of returns to scale in the traded agricultural sector, from Basu 
and Fernald (1997) and our estimate, we tentatively assume decreasing returns to 
scale, and set β = 0.5; on the other hand, because we are analyzing a permanent 
shock, we choose a value for � close to 1, � = 0.9 , and finally from Garcia-Verdu 
et al. (2019), Bangara (2019), the database of the World Bank WDI, and our esti-
mate, we set δ = 0.9.5

Table 2  Log data densities Specification Log data density Bayes factor 
versus M2

M2 (No share of 
imported inputs)

85.07 1

M1 (Share of imported 
Agricultural inputs)

340.08 e255.01

5 Using the WDI (World Development Indicators, World Bank) database for the period 1995–2009, we 
have calculated the average share of agricultural output of imported inputs (0,1).
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3.3.2  ‑ Simulation results: impulse response functions

In this subsection, we numerically solve the model and simulate it to obtain 
impulse response functions to an (unit) expanded sectoral TFPs. Figures 1 and 2 
show the response of the economy to these shocks. In order to assess its impact on 
welfare (as indicated previously), we are going to focus on consumption, sectoral 
output (employment), current account and nominal exchange rates. Specifically, 
Figs. 1 and 2 show, respectively, the response of the economy to a (unit) produc-
tivity increase in the tradable agricultural sector and in the non-traded sector.

The impulse response functions confirm the stationarity of the stochastic 
model. An increase in the TFPs raises outputs and consumption (in addition, in 
the case of the increase in traded agricultural productivity, domestic currency 
appreciates and agents accumulate net foreign assets). Over time, however, all 

Fig. 1  Impulse response to a unit tradable agricultural productivity shock

Fig. 2  Impulse response to a unit non-traded sector productivity shock
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these series return to their steady-state values. This can be observed in Figs.  1 
and 2.

As can also be seen from the impulse response functions in Figs. 1 and 2, the 
impacts of productivity shocks are sensitive to the sectoral location of productivity 
shocks. Figure 1 displays the response of the economy to an increase in productivity 
in the tradable agricultural sector. In face of this disturbance, the nominal exchange 
rate appreciates and the shock leads to a strong initial expansion of the tradable agri-
cultural output, which is followed by a contraction and slow and gradual adjustment 
over time. Meanwhile, the domestic price of imported inputs decreases (thus also 
marginal costs), which, on the supply side, encourages agricultural producers to 
increase their intensity per unit of output. The magnitude of this intensity depends 
on the elasticity of substitution between labor and imported inputs in the production 
technology of the agricultural sector. On the demand side, the aggregate demand 
shifts from non-traded goods to tradable agricultural goods, increasing its relative 
consumption. At the aggregate level, consumption increases and then gradually 
adjusts.

Finally, the current account is also affected by the productivity shock in the trad-
able agricultural sector. As the domestic currency appreciates and the marginal 
cost of agricultural firms falls, it boosts output in the traded sector, which tends to 
improve the current account. At the same time, the appreciation of the domestic cur-
rency makes imports of agricultural inputs cheaper, which also contributes to the 
current account surplus. All this, together with the increase in real wages (driven by 
a fall in domestic inflation), has a positive effect on domestic consumption.

In the non-traded sector, the impulse response functions to a similar increase in 
productivity, shown in Fig. 2, suggest a smaller effect on the economy. Specifically, 
visually, the effect on consumption seems smaller over time. In fact, the only vari-
ables affected by such a productivity shift are non-agricultural output, prices (not 
shown), and consumption.

The intuition is as follows. A rise in �N ( �𝛼N > 0 ) decreases the marginal cost 
of producing non-agricultural goods and so PN falls relative to PT . Because we 
assume (according to Eq.  (14)) a Cobb–Douglas case, where the total spending is 
unchanged, the fall in PN is offset by a commensurate rise in CN (and YN ), so that 
CNPN remains unchanged, and, accordingly, CTPT must also be unchanged. Hence, 
CT is unchanged. On the other hand, the profitability effect of the productivity 
increase is exactly outweighed, with regard to non-traded goods sector profitability, 
by the fall in PN , and there is therefore no reallocation across labor sectors; that is, 
L̂TA = L̂N = 0 . Therefore, the adjustment in the money market as a result of greater 
consumption,Ĉ = (1 − �)�̂N , (which leads to a greater demand for money) hinges 
exclusively on lower prices, P̂ = −(1 − �)�̂N , (which raises the real money balances) 
without any adjustment in the nominal exchange rate, Ŝ = 0.

3.3.3  Welfare evaluation

In this subsection we explicitly simulate the welfare implications derived from the 
two previous productivity shocks. To do this, we follow Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe 
(2004) in measuring conditional welfare associated with each productivity shock ɑ 
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(ɑ = T, N), Wa
0
 , as the conditional expectation of lifetime utility at t = 0. This condi-

tional welfare can be written as:

It is assumed that at t = 0, all state variables of the economy are at their respective 
steady state values. Then because it is assumed that the starting deterministic steady 
state is the same for the productivity shock of each sector, computing expected con-
ditional welfare on this initial steady state, we obtain comparable welfare changes 
coming from sectoral productivity shocks. We implement this in Dynare writ-
ing the welfare function (with a second-order approximation), W, recursively as 
Wt = Ut + �Wt+1 , being  Ut the utility of period t.

Table 3 reports the simulated welfare results of the economy under positive pro-
ductivity shock in both the tradable agricultural and non-traded sectors. The simu-
lated conditional welfare is reported as value of  104.

The results show that the positive productivity shock in the tradable agricultural 
sector has the highest welfare: at 0.432, 0.529, and 0.696, respectively, for the value 
of 1-δ of 0.1, 0.4, and 0.7. Hence, we can also note that this higher welfare is greater, 
the bigger the share of imported inputs in tradable agricultural production.

This finding is qualitatively similar to that by Ivanic and Martin (2018). They find 
that, in poor countries, increases in agricultural productivity generally have larger 
poverty-reduction effect than increases in other sectors. Specifically, they found that 
a 1 percent increase in agricultural TFP leads to a reduction in the share of the poor-
est population, on average, in a 1 percent, which doubles the magnitude of the effect 
of a comparable increase in productivity in other sectors (industry o services).

Hence, the evidence shows up that, in SSA, improvements in agricultural pro-
ductivity are essential both to reduce the poverty level/welfare increase and to favor  
a structural economic transformation and a smooth transition towards more urban-
ized economies.

Therefore, investments of governments/donors (through public infrastructures, 
energy and water supplies, etc.) in SSA countries should focus on improving trad-
able agricultural productivity to increase economic growth and welfare. In addition, 
this could facilitate a structural transformation where smallholders have stronger 
incentives to use modern inputs (like seeds, fertilizers, agricultural machines…), 
increasing their productivity, and to link their production with value chains.

Wa
0
= E0

∞∑
t=0

�tU(Ca
t
, La

t
)

Table 3  Simulated conditional 
welfare with different values 
of δ

 ( �𝛼T > 0;�𝛼T = 0 ) and ( �𝛼T = 0;�𝛼N > 0) denote, respectively, positive 
productivity shocks in the tradable agriculture sector and non-traded 
sector; (1-δ) is the share of imported agricultural inputs in tradable 
agricultural output.

δ (�𝛼T > 0;�𝛼N = 0) (�𝛼T = 0;�𝛼N > 0)

0.9 0.432 0.0016
0.6 0.529 0.0016
0.3 0.696 0.0016
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4  Conclusions

This paper uses the DSGE modelling approach to study the contribution of total 
TFP growth in both traded (tradable agriculture) and non-traded sectors to welfare 
and to other relevant economic variables in a small open economy, studying the 
particular case of the SSA. Specifically, regarding the welfare implications, from 
a DSGE model, we reach the conclusion that an increase in productivity in both 
the agricultural (tradable) sector and non-agricultural (non-traded) sectors increases 
welfare. Nevertheless, compared to the non-traded sector case, a positive productiv-
ity shock in the tradable agricultural sector leads to more welfare. This greater wel-
fare is greater the bigger the share of imported inputs in tradable agricultural inputs. 
This finding has implication for a number of economic policies in poor countries.

Appendix A. Steady‑State of the model

The steady state is the framework in which all wages and prices are fully flexible. 
Also, in a steady state, all exogenous variables are assumed to be constant. Regarding 
the notation, any variable with a bar on top denotes the variable at its steady state.

In the steady state, the intertemporal budget constraint requires that

where R = PI∕PTA

Furthermore, in the non-traded goods market it must be verified that domestic 
consumption must always be equal to domestic production; thus, the home market 
for nontradables clears when domestic demand equals domestic supply:

In studying the dynamics of the model, we start from an initial steady state, denoted 
by the subscript “0”, where, as we said before, all exogenous variables are constant. In 

order to obtain a closed-form solution, we normalize, LTA0 = I0 =
(

YTA0

�TA

)1∕�

 . In addi-
tion, as is standard in this type of models, in this steady state we assume at the starting 
point that B0 = 0.

Then, from equations in the text (4), (5), (6), (12), (22), (23), (24), and from (36) and  
(37) in Appendix A, we obtain

(36)CT =
PTAYTA

PT

(1 − R
I

YTA

) + rB

(37)CN = YN

(38)R0 = �
1∕�

TA
�(1 − �)Y

−(1−�)∕�

TA0

(39)PTA0 =
W0

�
1∕�

TA
��

Y
(1−�)∕�

TA0
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Appendix B. Linearized equations of the model

(40)CT0 =

(
PTA0YTA0

PT0

)
[1 − (1 − �)�]

(41)
YN0

Y
1∕�

TA0

=
1 − � + ��

��

(1 − �)

�

(� − 1)�N

�
1∕�

TA
�

(42)ŶTAt = �̂TAt + �
(
�L̂TAt + (1 − �)̂It

)

(43)ŶNt = �̂Nt + L̂Nt

(44)Ĉt = �ĈTt + (1 − �)ĈNt

(45)P̂t = � Ŝt + (1 − �)P̂Nt

(46)P̂Nt = Ŵt − �̂Nt

(47)�Ŝt = �Ŵt +
1 − �

�
ŶTAt −

�̂TAt
�

(48)Ît = L̂TAt + �
(
Ŵt − Ŝt

)

(49)ĈNt = P̂t + Ĉt − Ŵt + �̂Nt

(50)ŶNt = ĈNt

(51)Ŵt = �Ŵt−1 + (1 − �)
(
Ĉt + P̂t

)

(52)B̂t − S0B̂
∗ =

1

�

(
B̂t−1 − S0B̂

∗
t−1

)
+

�

1 − �

(
ŶTAt − � Ît

)
− �ĈTt

(53)Ĉt = Et

(
Ct+1

)
− P̂t + Et(P̂t+1) − (1 − � )̂it
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Where variables “ ̂Xt ” are now denoting relative changes from the initial steady 
state (the only exception is equation B11, as is set out in the text of the paper).

Appendix C. Details of the Bayesian estimation

In a preliminary step, it is necessary to transform the original time series of data to 
achieve stationarity in mean and variance. For this, we use the Box-Cox transforma-
tion (Box and Cox 1964). For a variable  xt, a new one is computed in the way:

x
�

t
=

x�
t
−1

�
, for � ≠ 0, and x�

t
= log

(
xt
)
, when λ = 0.

To obtain the optimal values for λ, we have used the forecast package (Hyndman 
(2015)) of the R software (R Development Core Team 2015). The obtained values 
for the variables ŷTA  and Î   were, in this case, λ = -0.7, -0.45, respectively. Next, the 
first differences, xt—xt-1, are computed to get variables with zero mean.
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